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BODY LANGUAGE: THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
"What you do speaks so loud that I cannot hear what you say.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson
What do I do with my hands? How should I stand? Should I use the lectern or walk across the stage?
what is my facial expression saying about me? These are questions that I get asked all of the time.
Body langue and non-verbal communication is one of the keys to effective leadership, effective
communication and effective presentation skills. Without appropriate body language and other
nonverbal communication, the best crafted message may fall short or you may be seen as not genuine.
The ability to understand, interpret and use effective body language is a skill that will enhance your
presentation skills, public speaking and career. Body language is a form of communication, and it needs
to be understood and practiced like any other communication skill. Whether in training, facilitation, key
note speaking or everyday communication, it is essential to understand exactly what your own body is
saying and communicating to others and what others nonverbal communication is saying to you.

Course Content
In this workshop you will learn how to:
Read what your body is saying about you
Gesture with confidence and intelligence
Use eye contact appropriately
Use the platform or stage effectively when presenting
Look after your voice and create additional vocal variety and interest.
Demonstrate credibility and approachability and when to use each
Stand confidently and avoid distracting and superfluous gestures
Use the frozen hand gesture
Use breathing and pause to generate suspense and create impact

Learning Outcomes
After this workshop you will have learned the skills of effective and appropriate body language that you can use
every day to be a more effective communicator. You will be able to use skillful and appropriate body language in
everyday communications, meetings, and job interviews and of course in your presentation and public speaking
skills. As a presenter you will look more confident, credible and be more influential as a speaker.
**This workshop can be customised to meet your organizational training needs and the key learning outcomes set to
match your requirements. It can be delivered in a full day or half day format. Two or more of our different workshops
can be combined to form a 2-day masterclass.

PETER DHU PRESENTS: PUBLIC SPEAKING, PRESENTATION SKILLS AND FEEL THE FEAR PROGRAM

About Peter
Peter Dhu is an experienced and
acclaimed keynote speaker, trainer and
coach in the area of presentation skills,
public speaking and overcoming fear.
For over 20 years Peter has helped
thousands of people overcome their
fear of public speaking and become
more confident and effective in the
delivery of their presentations.

Peter has helped people find their voices and their passion so that they can now share
these with the world with courage and conviction through their own presentations.
His style is inspirational and transformational. He uses his own story of adversity mixed
with experiential learning, example and theory to create a rich learning environment. A
medical scientist by profession, Peter has also studied extensively in the area of business
and leadership, culminating in his Masters of Business and Administration and Diploma in
Professional Coaching. Peter has extensive experience in the area of business
communication, presentation skills and personal effectiveness.
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